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Estimating Lengths 

Prep Work –  
• Print off task cards on card 

stock paper. 

• Cut out and laminate. 

• Dry erase markers. 

 

Directions –  
Have children estimate the length 

or height of each object.  

Then have them measure each 
object to check their estimate.  
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I estimate the length is 
The actual length is    

I estimate the length is 
The actual length is    

I estimate the length is 
The actual length is    

I estimate the length is 
The actual length is    



I estimate the length is             cm 
 
The actual length is            cm   

I estimate the length is             cm 
 
The actual length is            cm   

I estimate the length is             cm 
 
The actual length is            cm   

I estimate the length is             cm 
 
The actual length is            cm   



I estimate the height is             cm 
 
The actual height is            cm   

I estimate the height is            cm 
 
The actual height is           cm   

I estimate the height is            cm 
 
The actual height is           cm   

I estimate the height is            cm 
 
The actual height is           cm   



I estimate the height is            in 
 
The actual height is            in   

I estimate the height is            in 
 
The actual height is            in   

I estimate the height is            in 
 
The actual height is            in   

I estimate the height is            in 
 
The actual height is            in   
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